Use both the library catalog and one or more of the Electronic Databases (EBSCOhost, Proquest Alt-Press, Facts.com and Project Muse) to find information about your chosen topic. Think about the best keywords to use; ask the librarians for suggestions and assistance.

There is a web site (www.commondreams.org) that is a good resource for articles on contemporary issues such as censorship (US Patriot Act etc).

Critical Articles on BRADBURY:

**ADVANCED SEARCH** in Literature Resource Center

Title: *Fahrenheit 451* + Person By or About: *Bradbury*

+ Search using the keywords *Fahrenheit 451 and criticism in EBSCOhost* and *Project Muse*.

Print Resources on BRADBURY:

*Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC), Vol. 42* (pp. 35-6, 40-2)

REF PN771.C59

*Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC), Vol. 98* (pp. 101-149)

REF PN771.C59

*Dictionary of Literary Biography (DLB), Vol. 2* (pp. 60-65)

REF DLB2 (ask at Ref. Desk)

*Dictionary of Literary Biography (DLB), Vol. 8:1* (pp. 61-76)

REF DLB 8:1 (ask at Ref. Desk)

*Something About the Author, Vol. 11* (pp. 29-36) REF PN451.S6

*Something About the Author, Vol. 64* (pp.45-59) REF PN451.S6
Critical Articles on ARNOLD’s poem “Dover Beach”:

ADVANCED SEARCH in Literature Resource Center

Title: Dover Beach + Person By or About: Arnold

EBSCOhost: Using the keywords Dover Beach and Arnold will find a few full-text critical articles.

Project Muse: Using the keywords Dover Beach and Arnold or Tyger and Blake will find useful full-text articles.

Print Sources for Arnold:

British Writers, Vol. V (pp.203-218) REF PR85.B688

Concise Dictionary of British Literary Biography, Vol. 4 (Arnold, esp p. 8)

REF PR19.C64 1991

Critical Survey of Poetry (Magill), English Language, Vol. 1 (pp. 54-55)

REF PN1111.C7

Masterplots II: Poetry Series, Vol. 2 (pp. 588-591)

REF PN1110.5 M37 1992

Poetry Criticism, Vol. 5 (pp. 8, 13, 16-18, 35, 38, 47, 49, 53, 58, 64-,65).

REF PN1010.P6

Subject search in library catalog: Arnold, Matthew

Print Sources for Blake:

British Writers, Vol. 3 (pp.288-309, esp. p. 296) REF PR85.B688

Concise Dictionary of British Literary Biography, Vol. 3 (pp 36,37,39, 300)

REF PR19.C64 1991

Masterpieces of World Literature (pp. 696-698) REF PN44.M3448 1989

Masterplots: Combined Edition (Magill), Vol. 5 (pp.2416-2419) REF PN44 1960
Subject keywords to use for CENSORSHIP topics:
censorship; book burning; freedom of the press; libraries censorship; anticensorship activists; challenged books; banned books; intellectual freedom

Also, add names of the following to the keyword censorship: individual persons; individual wars; individual works of literature; individual events, etc.

5. Critical reviews and essays on the movie version of Fahrenheit 451 can be found in the following sources:

Electronic Sources:

Literature Resource Center: The following TITLE search will find two biographical sketches and six critical articles (see Attachment 5):

    Title: Fahrenheit 451

    Author: Truffaut

ProQuest Alt-Press Watch: Using the keywords Fahrenheit 451 and Truffaut will find eight full-text articles.

Print Sources:

Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC), Vol. 20 (pp.384,387,390-91)

    REF PN771.C59

magill's Survey of the Cinema, English Language Films, First Series,


American Film Institute Catalog: Feature Films 1961-70 (p. 320)

—overview of movie) REF 1998 A57 F6 1961/70

A subject search in the library catalog will find books about Truffaut and his movies.

ITEMS ON RESERVE (Carney file):


De Koster, Katie, ed. Readings on Fahrenheit 451.  Eng117

INFORMATION on SYMBOLISM of Water etc.

Penguin Dictionary of Symbols  REF GR931 C4413 1996

Dictionary of Mythology Folklore and Symbols  REF GR35 J6

Mammoth Dictionary of Symbols  REF GR931 J85 1996